
Glass kettle

Avance Collection

 

1.7 liter

2200 W

Temperature control

 
HD9382/20

Extra robust, long-lasting SCHOTT DURAN glass
Temperature settings for your favourite drinks

Looking for the optimal taste for your drink? To get the maximum flavour, every hot drink should be made at an

ideal temperature. By choosing the right temperature icon on your kettle, you can now enjoy the optimal taste of

your hot drink.

Great tasting hot drinks

4 pre-set buttons for selection of your preferred hot drink

Keep warm function keeps the water at your set temperature

Fast boiling and easy cleaning

Flat heating element for fast boiling and easy cleaning

Anti-calc filter for a clean cup of water

Easy to experience

Cordless 360° pirouette base for easy lifting and placing

Multi safety system

Easy to read water level indicators on both sides

Hinge lid with release button for easy filling and cleaning

One cup indicator to boil only the water you need

Robust and long-lasting

SCHOTT DURAN® glass made in Germany is perfect for boiling



Glass kettle HD9382/20

Highlights

4 pre-set hot drink buttons

The pre-set temperature settings of 80, 90, 95

and 100°C will ensure that the basic ingredient

for your tea, instant coffee, soup or noodles is

at the temperature you like.

Keep warm function

You do not need to re-boil the water

continously anymore. The keep warm function

ensures that the water is kept warm at the right

temperature for the selected preset.

Flat heating element

The stainless steel concealed element ensures

fast boiling and easy cleaning.

Cordless 360° pirouette base

Cordless 360° pirouette base for easy lifting

and placing.

Multi safety system

Multi safety system against boil-dry, with auto

switch off when ready or when lifted from the

base.

SCHOTT DURAN® glass

The kettle body is made of special glass by

SCHOTT DURAN® in Germany which is extra

robust, long-lasting and best for high

temperature application like boiling.

Easy water level indicator

Easy to read water level indicators on both

sides

Hinge lid with release button

Hinged lid with release button for easy filling

and cleaning, also avoiding steam contact.

One cup indicator

Enabling consumers to boil the amount of

water they need, and therefore saving up

energy and water, contributing to a better

environment.

Anti-calc filter

Anti-calc filter for a clean cup of water and a

cleaner kettle.

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs,

energy consumption and CO2 emissions. How?

They offer a significant environmental

improvement in one or more of the Philips

Green Focal Areas – Energy efficiency,

Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,

Recycling and disposal and Lifetime reliability.
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Specifications

Design specifications

Color(s): Stainless Metal / Black

Heating element: Stainless steel

Material housing: Stainless metal/glass

Material switch: Polypropylene (PP)

General specifications

Cordless

Ergonomic grip

Wide opening lid

Cord storage

Automatic shut-off

Boil-dry protection

360 degrees base

Flat heating element

Non slip feet

Accessories

Filter: Single action filter

Technical specifications

Capacity: 1.7 L

Power: 2200 W

Cord length: 0.75 m

Frequency: 50/60 Hz

Voltage: 220-240 V

Dimensions

Product dimensions (WxDxH): 20 x 27 x 23 cm

Packaging dimensions (WxDxH): 23,6 x 35,6 x

23,6 cm

Service

2-year worldwide guarantee
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